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 4.	Acknowledge Japan's Co-Prosperity Sphere and leadership of
the Western Pacific, letting Manchuria, China, Indo-China, Thailand,
the Netherlands Indies and other states and protectorates establish
their  own political and  economic relations with Japan  without
interference of any kind.
 5.	Take the obviously necessary course recognizing Manchukuo if
it desires.   A state exists, headed by the Emperor, which nobody will
change.    Common political sense, let alone statesmanship, dictates
such diplomatic recognition.
 6.	Stop immediately and unconditionally the freezing of Japan's
and China's assets in America, Britain, the Netherlands Indies, and
wherever that provocative measure has been applied.
 7.	Restore trade treaties, abolish all restrictions on shipping and
commerce, undo everything wrongfully done in the name of peace
but with the design of war, whether economic or military.
The American correspondents were informed in advance last
night about midnight and they rushed to their offices and, I under-
stand, cabled the whole editorial textually to the United States,
where it very likely made the front pages of the newspapers. If any-
thing could render utterly hopeless the prospect of our coming to
an understanding with Japan, this editorial, from a newspaper
known to be the organ of the Japanese Foreign Office, would appear
to do it, and my guess is that the American people will not be
sympathetic to further efforts towards conciliation. This sort of
stuff is as stupid as it is discouraging. It certainly affords no help to
Kurusu if it hasn't wrecked his mission in advance.
Nothing could better illustrate the childishness of the Japanese :
they want and need an understanding with the United States and
yet, even while efforts are going on to reach such an understanding,
they continue to fill their press with hostile articles which tend to
render an understanding impossible. It is done partly, of course,
for domestic consumption, to show what patriots they are, but it is
also done with the idea of intimidating the United States, especially
the isolationists and pacifists in the United States, with a view to
forcing our Government to come to terms with Japan on Japan's
terms. Considering that the utterances of our isolationists are splashed
across the front pages of the Japanese press under big -headlines,
it is no wonder that the Japanese people believe that they represent
the majority of American public opinion. As usual Japan follows
her ally, Germany, in totally misjudging foreign psychology, par-
ticularly Anglo-Saxon psychology.
I have about given up hope of the Washington conversations
making any progress, but if the door can be kept open and a complete
breakdown avoided, it may be that we can tide things over until
the inevitable crack in Germany and the German Army begins,
and then the problem will gradually solve itself. That is about the
best we can hope for now.

